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By Tony Baran

Green Ivy, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually ship within 10-15
business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where possible. Brand New
Book. Zeus s 10th Daughter is a culinary romp about a creative chef, Paul, and unveils the
underbelly of the culture of the kitchen. Chef Paul, in this fictional memoir, gives a vivid account of
his beginnings as a dishwasher through becoming a line cook, sous chef, and ultimately his rise to
chefdom. Paul tries to reconcile cooking with other art forms while studying under award-winning
poets and reconciles the chef as an artist. Among a backdrop of idiosyncratic characters through
Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles, Florida, Moscow, and southeast Asia, follow Paul on what really
happens behind the view of the diners even in an open kitchen. Paul struggles for artistic culinary
independence and encounters resistance from European chefs, hotel bureaucracies, human
resource directors, waiters, owners, the press, general managers, culinary dogma, and clashes of
egos involved in the creative process. Chef Paul sheds light on what really takes place behind the
scenes of a chef-driven restaurant, even in an open kitchen, hidden from the view of the dining...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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